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POSITIVE IMAGES OF BLACKS TOO REAL FOR REALITY TV? 
Study by The Center For Media and Social Research says programs like The Apprentice routinely 

stereotype African American participants.    
 

(Washington, D.C.)  This week America’s Black Forum examines a recent study that says reality 

television producers edit their programs to negatively portray African Americans. Omarosa Manigault-

Stallworth, former contestant on The Apprentice agrees saying, “When the [White] women on our show 

curse, yell and scream, they’re patted on the back for being aggressive business women and they’re 

applauded.  But when the sisters do the same thing, they’re labeled as being confrontational, having an 

attitude or a chip on our shoulders.  There certainly is a disparity.”   The Apprentice is just one of a 

growing number of reality programs researched by the Center for Media and Social Research.  The study 

has found that,  “African Americans are often portrayed as indolent fringe elements while their White 

counterparts are shown as stable and industrious collaborators.” 

 

Verna Felton, also a former contestant on The Apprentice doesn’t believe that it’s only about the negative 

portrayal of African Americans. “This is about TV… this is about entertainment.  And if they want to hype 

stereotypes, whether it’s Black, White or whatever to get advertisers and keep people coming back for more, 

then that’s what they’re going to do.”  Rolanda Watts, host of Lie Detector, agrees:  “Controversy sells 

and it always has in television.  We’re always looking in television and other media for people we love to 

hate.”    

 

ABF commentator Deborah Mathis voiced her concern about reality programs, saying, “What happens to 

us when we’re bombarded with all of these peeks inside boardrooms, inside marriages, inside houses?  The 

walls of privacy come down and somebody emerges as a new celebrity because they let us inside the 

covers.” Actor Clifton Powell adds, “People are disappointed that reality television is taking away 

legitimate acting jobs in Hollywood… I think, like Black exploitation films, it’s a passing fad.”   

 

America’s Black Forum is seen on over 100 television stations across the country and on the TV One cable 

network. Juan Williams of Fox News Sunday and James Brown of Fox NFL Sunday host the program. 

Commentators, including former White House correspondent Deborah Mathis and NAACP Chairman 

Julian Bond join the hosts.   Supervising producer is Byron Lewis, Jr.  The program is produced by Jaci 

Clark.  For other markets, please check local listings for exact air times and dates. 
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